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Instructions:
• Answer any 5 (five) sets of questions
• One set of questions must be answered before starting another set
• .Figures in the right margin indicate marks of each question.

Question: 1
a) How does project management act as a "career path" in the competitivejob market? Explain. 3
b) "Being a generalist, a project manager can effectively manage a team of specialists." Defend 3

the statement by contrasting aspects of functional managers with that of project managers.
c) Define 'project team'. Demonstrate the stages of project team formation. 4
Question: 2
a) What does financial sustainability mean? "Dependency on foreign aid can never ensure 5

financial sustainability of a project". Do you agree with statement? Motivate your answer
with justification.

b) Suppose the peoples of Kumira have taken an initiative to establish a digital library. They 5
have collected Tk.120000 from the user of the library, The Upazilla chairman of Sitakunda
has donated Tk.85000, Subsidy from the government of Bangladesh was received
Tk.95000.Tk.175000 was received from the UNDP fund. Expenditure for the project are as
follows: Establishing the Library building Tk.l00000, Purchasing Books Tk.50000,
Purchase of computer Tk.90000, Purchase of Router(Wi-fi devise) Tk.7500, Purchase of
Shelf, Chair, Table etc Tk.70000.Repairing a Road towards the library building Tk.25000.
Calculate the dependency and sustainability index and explain your answer.

Question: 3
a) What is meant by' proj ect financing? What are the different sources of fund available to a 5

project? Identify the conditions when a project should use more debt and equity.'
b) Identify. the different methods of raising equity capital. How could a project finance its 5

working capital through commercial banks? .
Question: 4
a) Which legal committee holds the supreme political authority to approve development 5

projects in Bangladesh? Who are the members of this committee? What are the functions of
this committee?

b) Identify major problems of implementation of Government projects in Bangladesh. How can 5
you classify Government projects in Bangladesh?

Question: 5
a) Identify the major reasons of project termination. What is the. difference between project 5

termination by addition and project termination by integration?
b) A final report is the history ofthe project. What are the major issues mainly addressed in the 5

final report?
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Question: 6 ~

a) State the objectives of project scheduling.
b) Consider the following project scheduling information (time given in days):

,-
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Activity Predecessor Estimated time to complete the activity
Optimistic Most likely Pessimistic

A --- I 4 7
B --- 2 2 2
C A 2 5 8
D A 3 6 5
E C,B 4 6 8
F D,E 3 6 9

You are required to find:
i) The network diagram.
ii) Critical path and expected completion time.
iii) The probability the project will be done in 23 days.
iv) The completion time corresponding to 95% probability. [Z = 1.65]
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Question: 7
a) Is it possible to quantify project risk? Give example in your answer.
b) A newly established corporation is considering the risk characteristics of a project having

initial investment of Tk.28,000 and fixed cost of Tk.l,OOO per year for five years.
Depreciation is Tk.2000 per year. The project is within 50% tax bracket and with 10% cost
of capital. Project is expected to experience 1,400 units of quantity demanded with selling
price of Tk.30 per unit and variable cost Tk.20 per unit. Assume that the following
underlying variables can take the values as shown below:
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Underlying variables Optimistic Pessimistic

Quantity sold annually 1,800 800

Price per unit 50 20

Variable cost per unit 40 15

You are required to calculate:
a) The sensitivity analysis ofNPV to the variation in underlying variables.
b) The accounting breakeven point and the financial breakeven point.
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